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Market’s Applications

- Aerospace
- Automation & Industrial
- Automotive
- Consumer
- Device
- EDP
- Equipments
- Illumination
- LED & Display Solutions
- Marine
- Medical
- Military
- Railway
- Renewable Energy
- Robotics
- Systems
- Telecommunication
- Wireless
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Products & Applications

- Automotive Solutions
- Industrial Solutions
- Power Solutions
- Marine & MIL Solutions
- Industrial Automation
- LED & Display Solutions
- Medical Applications
- Commercial Products
- Telecommunication
- EMI-RFI-EMC Solutions
- Waterproof Applications
- Test and Burn-in Solutions
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Production Line

Automatic welding machine

Wire Pre-treatment Machine
(Striping wire skin/trim shielding braid/Striping AL mylar / copper foil)
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Production Line

Lab & Test Machine

Quality Assurance
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Quality Service

First piece inspection before production
On-line inspection every two hours
100% crimping Inspection
100% electrical test and 100% final inspection
Sampling inspection before delivery

Customer Satisfaction
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Applications & examples

Wire Harnesses